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            Women's earrings: the accessory that illuminates your face

The woman's earring is the perfect accessory to dress your face and bring a chic and colorful touch to your outfits. We offer a wide range of woman earrings with creole or pendant models and lively colors that will offer you a glowing look. You can even customize your loops by engraving on the medals. The effect will be all the more original and surprising. It's up to you to choose the engravement you want to make on each pair of woman earring. Our models are all mounted in our Lyon, France workshop by our experienced jewelers. Ever since, the earrings have brought to women but also to men's style, elegance, refinement and chic. If in some societies they were the sign of power and wealth, in others they were the symbol of the modern and independent woman. Today, it is available in many ways and for all tastes. That's why we wanted to offer you a customizable and trendy range. You will inevitably find a pattern of fancy earrings that fits your expectations and your inspiration.


Earring: the alliance of a personalized and elegant jewel

The earring has been for millennia and in all civilizations the jewel sign of power and elegance. She refines the face and dresses the look. If many different styles and models have emerged, Petits Trésors has made the choice to offer you in novelty a colorful and customizable woman's earring. You will find in our collection curls colored by pompons, stones or enamel. They can be worn in casual or chic mode for a special occasion. The woman's earring is also a perfect jewel to offer to his wife, his spouse, his girlfriend, his sister or even his mother. A unique and personalized gift in our workshop. At Petits Trésors, we know how complicated it is to find original gift ideas. Do not search anymore. We create for you personalized ranges of jewelry for the whole family!



Creole earring: The buckle tends to offer or to buy

The Creole earring is the trendy buckle for modern women. We are the first to offer creoles customizable not only by the color but also - and especially - by the engraving. You will have the opportunity to affix a first name, a nickname, a soft word or even a secret message. An originality that will make your pair of woman earring a unique pair. Discover also our range of pendant loops in 925 sterling silver or gold plated 3 microns. To be carried alone or in adornment with our collections Family necklace, Bahia necklace, sautoir Boréal. So do not hesitate and play classical and trendy originality by engraving your pair of earrings. We produce in 24 to 48 hours in our workshop in Lyon, France. A 100% French assembly with a unique expertise.
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              Petits Trésors is a French company, a pioneer in the design and sale of personalized jewelry. We engrave your emotions on jewelry for all occasions, for your friends, your family, your events
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